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LARGE REGIONAL CARRIER BELIEVES IDEN WILL LIVE ON
Mar 2, 2011 5:29 PM, By Lynnette Luna

Sprint Nextel at the end of last year chose the vendors
for its network modernization project, which includes
phasing out its iDEN network beginning in 2013.

While the technology may be losing its biggest backer,
regional iDEN player SouthernLINC — which operates in
major metro and rural areas in Alabama, Georgia,
southeast Mississippi and northwest Florida — believes the
technology will live on.

“We work a lot with Motorola and the International iDEN
Operators Forum,” said SouthernLINC CEO Bob Dawson.
“The technology continues to be enhanced, system
releases are continuing to go into the network and
handsets keep coming out. … iDEN being turned off by
Sprint wouldn’t be a great day, but the technology will still
go on. People who value push-to-talk will continue to be
customers here.”

Meanwhile, cellular competitors aggressively are pricing
their own push-to-talk services with cheaper plans, the
company acknowledges. But latency and longer call-set-
up times associated with cellular push-to-talk aren’t
adequate for public safety and many enterprise groups,
said Rodney Johnson, vice president of sales and distribution with SouthernLINC. Moreover, the
company has hardened its infrastructure, perhaps more than Sprint Nextel itself, thanks to the
requirement that the network meet the needs of Southern Company’s local power companies
during disasters and severe weather.

“When we see a customer go to push-to-talk on cellular, it’s typically based on price,” Johnson
said. “There are some customers who don’t value the features of our infrastructure.”

Dawson said that SouthernLINC’s customer base consists of nearly equal parts of public-safety
users, enterprise customers and consumer users. The operator offers a prepaid, push-to-talk
plan that has been attractive to both consumers and businesses that are using it to curb costs in
a tight economy.

iDEN handsets also have become more attractive. The company offers the iDEN BlackBerry
8350 device, and last May, it introduced Motorola’s i1 push-to-talk Android smartphone based on
iDEN. The device is a touchscreen phone that includes Web browsing and access to thousands of
applications via the Android Market. While both smartphones are relegated to iDEN’s
narrowband data service, which is ideal for short bursty communications such as e-mail and
messaging, users can connect to Wi-Fi hotspots for more data-intensive functions, Johnson said.

Dawson said his company continues to watch the development of next-generation LTE

technology and has been active in the standards-making process at the 3GPP to make sure the
800 MHz spectrum band it operates in will be included in the LTE specifications. “We are working
hard to get ours included so that there can be a path forward with this spectrum,” Dawson said.
“Whether or not that happens is yet to be seen.”

What do you think? Tell us in the comment box below.

For more information on next-generation networks, attend these sessions at IWCE in
Las Vegas, March 7-11, 2011.
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resham It's obvious that this entire boondoggle was not
thought out properly by anyone with even a bit of RF
experience or maybe LS never intended to use the
frequencies that the FCC so generously gave...
The silver lining (with related video) · 1 day ago

Mark Pride It is great to be in the radio game. A Start up
company called Newfield Design will be introducing some
serious disruptive innovation that provides a low cost
answer for conversion of analog...
‘It’s a great time to be in the radio business’ · 2 days ago

Bob I don't think anyone argues LTE will replace rural
LMR. However rural LMR systems typically don't cost
millions of dollars like metro systems do (UHF/VHF
conventional in the middle of NV will never...
Don't believe everything you hear · 4 days ago
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I started off with Southern Linc, then switched to Nextel (now Sprint) later when the service

became available in the Birmingham, Alabama metro area. A lot of people that I know have

since switched to other carriers for broadband service. As for myself and my company I will be

watching to see how Sprint starts to phase out their Iden network. I may be headed back to

Southern Linc in 2013. The Iden network does what I need, which is about 85% PTT and the

remainder being text messages, (SMS and internet), and telephone. I have always been

satisfied with the Iden technology and plan on using it as long as I can.

Bfarr
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It would be real nice if SouthernLinc or another entity would buy the network from Sprint and

keep it on the air!

Iden User
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As a radio systems consultant, I think iDEN is a vastly under-rated service that ought to be

considered by more public-safety agencies. Of course, system operators could help themselves

by finding a more user-friendly method of pricing the service for public-safety agencies -

pricing by the call or by the minute isn't very attractive, but a good business case could be

made for bulk pricing based on historical traffic.

Bill Tracey, P.Eng.

Like Reply03/02/2011 08:10 PM 3 Likes

SouthernLINC is, by far, the best instant communication in the Southeast. Push-to-talk is

excellent and cellular calls are average. But during times of disaster, tornados, hurricanes,

etc.... it is worth its weight in gold. It works when nothing else does.

SouthPro

Like Reply03/03/2011 09:47 AM 4 Likes

Unless MOT lets others make the handsets, Dawson will just be pissing in the wind. MOT has a

hard time making handsets cost effective when they have a big market. Unless you want to

pay $3,000 per phone, MOT could not support a micromarket. Face it, iDEN is 20+ years old.

Do you really think it is as good as it could get. I call Europe on a GSM phone, it rings once and

already his caller id knows my name. PTT is not iDEN dependant. Dawson is just trying to keep

his market share and prevent defectors until he can figure out what to do next.

Idenbum

Like Reply03/04/2011 11:31 PM

About three years ago, I heard a rumor that Sprint was going to move all non-government

users off the NEXTEL iDEN System and the Federal Government was going to purchase this

system from Sprint for all Federal, State and Local government agencies to use as a nationwide

communications system. The purchase of the system would include a contract with Sprint to not

only maintain the existing infrastructure, but expand it into the areas of the country that do not

RobertW
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have coverage. From what I understood all of this was to take place after rebanding was

completed, so I just wonder if there is any truth to this rumor. Whether it is true or not it

sounds like a great concept, but now with LTE on the horizon it makes me wonder.
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Bob Dawson is a true professional in this industry that understands the value that push to talk

technology brings to industrial users. He was one of the first users of iDEN...even before

Nextel...and has the experience and relationships to lend credibility to his words.
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